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Defending against virus
risks with tech tools
Blockchain technology, Bluetooth and artificial intelligence are just a few of the technologies
being used to defend against various threats. BY LEILA LAI

A

S Singapore takes a cautious, risk-managed approach to reopening its
borders and economy,
technology solutions
will play a key role in preventing a resurgence of the Covid-19 virus.
Blockchain technology, Bluetooth
and artificial intelligence (AI) are just
a few of the technologies being used
to defend against threats like counterfeit Covid-19 test results and community spread in workplaces.
Local firm Accredify is using blockchain technology to make Covid-19
test results harder to forge, building
on a solution originally created to
combat the rise of fake academic certificates.
Its technology for tamper-proof digital certificates has been used by the
Ministry of Health to issue easily verified digital discharge memos for migrant workers who were cleared to return to work.
Now, Accredify is working with
Parkway Pantai to issue tamper-proof
digital Covid-19 test result documents for travellers taking pre-departure swab tests. Immigration authorities can scan the QR codes on these
documents to view the verified result
on the website of the healthcare provider that issued the document.
Parkway Pantai started issuing
Covid-19 test results in this form in
early November, and plans to integrate Accredify’s technology into its
healthcare networks in overseas markets. Accredify has also partnered Gleneagles Hong Kong Hospital, which
will use its solution when issuing
Covid-19 test results to travellers using the Singapore-Hong Kong air
travel bubble from Nov 22.

Secure sharing
Quah Zheng Wei, CEO of Accredify, believes that his firm’s solution has
greater implications for the healthcare industry as a whole, because the
use of blockchain technology makes
it possible to share health data securely.
“Accredify transfers ownership of
healthcare data back to the hands of
the individual and allows him or her
to decide what to share and who to
share them with,” Mr Quah said. “This
changes the entire landscape as we
are unlocking opportunities that were
not possible in the past.”

Zebra Technologies launched the MotionWorks Proximity solution which automates safe distance monitoring through its handheld devices used by
workers in retail and warehouse environments. The devices sound alerts if users spend too long in close proximity. PHOTO: ZEBRA TECHNOLOGIES
Some of these opportunities include sharing of health data between
local and foreign healthcare providers for patients seeking treatment
overseas, easier verification of medical claims by insurers, and a digital
health booklet in the form of a mobile
app so individuals can carry with
them medical records like immunisations, allergies or certifications of
medical conditions.
Accredify has already co-developed such an app with SGInnovate, called the Digital Health Passport,
with the support of the National Research Foundation. The app will be
launched by Nov 30.
The other aspect of Singapore’s reopening, that of restarting business
operations, requires ensuring that employees comply with safe management measures such as physical distancing. This is fairly straightforward
in offices with designated desks, but
is more difficult in manufacturing,
warehouse and retail environments.
Companies therefore need effective

long-term solutions to automate the
enforcement of safe management
measures.
In March, a global team of engineers and supply chain operations
leaders at enterprise solutions provider Zebra Technologies developed
a mobile device application that leverages Zebra’s devices such as handheld scanners and mobile computers
for this purpose.
Using Bluetooth and Wifi, the MotionWorks Proximity solution enables
these Zebra devices that employees
already use in warehouse and retail
environments to detect if users
spend longer than 60 seconds in
close proximity with a co-worker.

Warning sound
If this happens, the devices will issue
a sound warning every minute from
that point. If three consecutive warnings are ignored in a five-minute
period, a “proximity event” is registered with date, time and length of
the social distancing violation for fol-

Iras simplifies corporate tax
filing process for SMEs
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Singapore
FILING corporate taxes for 2020 will
become easier for small and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs), with a new
simplified Corporate Income Tax
(CIT) Return form and more digital
solutions being implemented this
year.
The Inland Revenue Authority of
Singapore (Iras) launched the simplified version of the standard CIT Return Form C-S, called Form C-S (Lite),
in July. The Form C-S (Lite) makes it
possible for companies with straightforward tax matters to file taxes by
filling out as few as six essential
fields, including revenue and net
profit or loss.
Companies that fulfil the current
criteria to e-file Form C-S and have an
annual revenue of S$200,000 or less
will be eligible to use Form C-S (Lite).
About 60,000 SMEs are expected to benefit from this simplified form for the
Year of Assessment (YA) 2020.
As with the Form C-S, companies
filing Form C-S (Lite) are not required
to submit their financial statements
and tax computations, but should
have the documents ready in case
Iras requests for them.
Iras is also digitalising more of its
processes this year to enhance the taxpaying experience for companies.

Companies can now choose to pay
their corporate taxes via PayNow QR,
which will provide instant settlement
and real-time updates of their outstanding tax balance.
PayNow Corporate will be available from mid-2021 as an option to receive CIT refunds within seven days
from the credit arising.

Companies can
automate the
preparation and filing
of their statutory
returns using
dedicated accounting
software linked
to systems of Iras
and the Accounting
and Corporate
Regulatory
Authority (Acra).
Companies will need to link their
Unique Entity Number to their corporate bank account via Internet banking
to use this refund method.
Companies can also automate the
preparation and filing of their stat-
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utory returns using dedicated accounting software linked to systems
of Iras and the Accounting and Corporate Regulatory Authority (Acra).
Iras and Acra announced in August that they have partnered with
five software developers to incorporate statutory filing requirements into
accounting software, so companies
can automate their tax computations
and file CIT Returns directly to Iras,
and Annual Returns for Financial
Statements directly to Acra without
logging into the BizFile+ and myTax
Portals separately.
This solution is expected to benefit 200,000 SMEs with annual revenue
of S$5 million and below; they stand
to make time savings more than 90
per cent and minimise reporting errors.
The software that currently offer it
are Netiquette O2O Business Suite
and SME Cloud Exchange Network.
The solution will be made available
progressively in AutoCount Accounting, Deskera ERP and Realtimme
Cloud Solutions.
Companies can tap support
schemes such as the Productivity
Solutions Grant administered by Enterprise Singapore, and the Start Digital Pack and Digital Resilience Bonus, both administered by the Infocomm Media Development Authority, to fund their adoption of the enhanced accounting software.

low-up by supervisors. The data is
tied to employee identification (IDs)
or anonymised user IDs and can be
used for contact tracing.
The cloud-based solution was
launched in Singapore in June, and
firms that already use Zebra’s compatible devices will not need to implement new infrastructure to use it. It is
offered on a subscription basis, with
costs dependent on factors such as
the number of users and the complexity of the environment.
“Solutions like MotionWorks Proximity will allow businesses to accommodate social distancing orders
while at the same time maintain or
even improve their operation workflows as economies reopen,” said Royston Phua, vertical practice lead for
APAC Supply Chains at Zebra Technologies.
Another solution was developed
by technology multinational HP Inc
and AI Singapore (AISG) in a collaboration called Project Safe Eye during the
circuit breaker in May.

Their trial solution was built on
AISG’s social distancing mobile application FinePose. The app uses AI and
cameras such as those in mobile
phones to calculate physical distance
between individuals. If they are too
close together, on-screen visual markers will turn from green to red as a
warning. Normally, AISG recommends projecting the video feed onto
an external monitor so the warnings
are easier to see.

Upgraded solution
Project Safe Eye took the solution a
step further by incorporating Internet
of Things technology through a realtime camera feed and video display,
as well as automatic verbal warnings
issued in addition to the visual indicators.
The upgraded solution has also
helped HP to improve workflows to
manage human traffic, said HP Inc director of engineering Jamie Neo. For example, an additional exit was opened
at one worksite after data showed

Accredify’s blockchain-based
solution makes it possible
for healthcare providers to
issue tamper-proof digital
documents, including Covid-19
test results. Travellers can
show immigration officials a
QR code instead of a physical
document, and scanning the
code will display a verified test
result (similar to this example
above), on the website of the
issuing healthcare provider.
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that the original exit was getting congested at the end of each workday.
Ms Neo said the solution takes just
two to four hours to set up at a new
location, and HP has rolled it out in
about 35 locations across its production areas.
AISG has made the alpha version
of the FinePose Android app available
on its Makerspace site. Companies
that would like to deploy FinePose on
other devices, such as cameras and
laptops, can contact AISG for further
discussion, and costs would depend
on the nature and scope of each project.
Said Ms Neo: “As AISG uses our
work with them as a blueprint for
other manufacturers to ensure safe return to their workplaces and production lines, we hope that other companies can also benefit from the groundwork that we have done to help protect the privacy of their work, people
and data as well.”
leilal@sph.com.sg
@LeilaLaiBT
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Companies can tap support schemes administered by the Infocomm Media Development Authority to fund
their adoption of enhanced accounting software. IMAGE: PIXABAY
Iras will digitise most of its notices
from May 2021 and phase out paper
notices. Companies will need to update their e-mail address to receive enotifications from Iras.
They can do so via the e-service
“Update Notice Preferences” in myTax
Portal from January; they can also use
the same e-service to indicate their
preference for paper notices.

From this year, however, e-filing is
compulsory. Paper filing will no
longer be accepted. All companies are
reminded to file their CIT returns for
YA 2020 by Dec 15, 2020. This includes companies with no business
activities or those in a loss position.
The extended tax filing due date of
Dec 15 will not be available from YA
2021.

Instead, companies will be required to e-file their YA 2021 CIT Returns by Nov 30, 2021.
❚ This story first appeared on
SGSME.sg, the bilingual SME news
portal powered by The Straits Times,
The Business Times and Lianhe
Zaobao. Visit the site and sign up for
SGSME’s newsletter for more stories.
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